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A KODAK CHRISTMAS

Is an Ideal Christmas
A Kodak for those who have none; Films, Supplies and Accessories

for those who have Kodaks
We have only the Best Grade of Qoods and Sell only at Reasonable Prices

Folding Brownie Cameras

$5 to $9
..ul These cameras are very conveniently carried on trips, easily

adjusted, and take fine pictures.

They fold up to a very small size.
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Tripods

Wc have the Standard Tripods
for Cameras and Kodaks, wooden and
metal.

All the latest improvements. Our
tripods light, take small space,

'and' easily adjustable,

$1 to $6

Retouching Apparatus

$3 to $5
This is extremely useful in spotting out defects in the negative.
Every photographer should have one.
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Kodak Lamps

Every Amateur who has no dark
room may, by use of this lamp, con-

vert any room into a dark room at
night, In candle, oil, or electricity.

25c to $5
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Negative
Albums

v
75 o to $1.50

Each Album holds 100 negatives,
with index for each one.

Print Rollers

25c to $2.50
Make easy work of mounting pho-to- s

on cards or in Albums,
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Kodak Boxes

i

Honolulu Photo
Everything: Photographic
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KODAKS

Of nil kinds. The Kodak is most

generally used by the Amateur.

$10 to $35

Trimming Boards

40o to $3
In two styles. The more expen-

sive have a spring to keep the blade
in contact with' the trimming edge.

Kodak Tank
Developers

SI

$2.25 to $7.50
This is the modern way of develop-

ing.
This developer is indispensable to

photographers.
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$4.00
A useful and complete gift. The box contains everything from a

Camera to the apparatus for finishing the pictures.

One of the most popular with photographers. This camera,. in spite
of its small size and price, takes a vfiry good, clepx picture.

Brownie

Enlarging
Cameras

.With this enlarging camera, any
Amateur can enlarge up to 6'2 x 8'2
from his own negative.

$2 to $4

Metal Picture Frames

25c and up
In gold and antique silver inishes.

Easel or medallion style, all popular designs.

Negative Racks

Any Amateur who has a plate ca-

mera will appreciate one of these. A

very useful addition to any outfit.

15c to $1.25

Supply

BROWNIE

CAMERA

$1. $2 and $3

I

Co.,

W

Fort St, near Hotel I I


